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YIELD OF CHARGED PIONS AT 180° TO THE BEAM 
, BY 340 MEV PROTONS ON CARBON 

Stanley Lee Leonard 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 1953 

I. ABSTRACT 

The yield of charged pions at 180° :I: 5° to the beam by 340 

Mev protons on carbon has been measured, using nuclear emulsion tech

niques. Nuclear emulsions embedded in copper, aluminum, or lucite ab

sorber blocks were exposed to magnetically separated positive and nega

tive pions emitted at 180°.by graphite targets bombarded in the electrically 

deflected proton beam of the Berkeley synchrocyclotron. Plates were ex

posed for a series of pion energies. The developed emulsions were ex

amined with a microscope under high magnification and meson track endings 

were identified and counted. The values of do- /dSliT as a function of 

energy and of do- /dO were calculated far both positive and negative pions. 

Corrections were made for errors resulting from pion decay in flight, the 

finite thickness of the target, nuclear interaction of pions in the target and 

absorber blocks, and background pions. The corrected values of do- /dD:lT 

are 

'IT'+ 'IT' -
T(Mev) do- V cm2 ~ T(Mev) do- ( cm2 J 

dQiT Ster. Mev dQi T Ster. Mev 

9.2:1::1.2 2. 43 :1:: o. 21 x lo-30 9.6:1::1.6 4. 47:1:: o. 73xlo- 31 

17.8:1::2.8 3. 78 :I: 0. 29 17.8:1::2.8 3. 53 :I: 0. 57 
' 31.9:1::1.9 3.16 :I: 0. 21 31. 9 :I: 1. 9 3.19 :I: 0. 36 

51. 5 :I: 1. 5 1. 62 :I: 0. 14 51. 5 :I: 1. 5 2. 03 :I: 0. 34 

75 :I: 5 0. 77 :I: 0. 06 75 :I: 5 0. 41 :I: 0. 12 

118. 6 :I: 8. 6 0. 097 :I: 0. 024 
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The corrected integrated cross sections are da /dO(rr+) = 1. 77 ± 0. 27 x 

.10"'28 cm2/{ster nucleus) and c,iu/dO{rr"') + 1. 90 ± 0. 38 x lo-29 cm2/ {ster 

nucleus), yielding a positive negative ratio of 9. 3 ± 2. 3. An attempt has 

~een made to interpret the positive pion spectrum in terms of existing in

formation on the production of positive pions by protons on hydrogen. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

A number of observers. have· studied the cross sections for 

production of positive and negative pions when carbon is.bombarded by 

high energy protons. In particular, the differential cross sections have 

been measured with .some degree of accuracy for pions produced·at 0° 

and 900 to the proton beam, in thelaboratory system. These measure

ments show that the ratio of the differential cross section (integrated 

over pion energy) for positive pions to that for negative pions at 90° to 

the beam is about five 1 or ten;? but that this ratio is much larger at 0°, 

being about 28. 2 The positive pion cross section at 0° is five or ten 

times as great as at 90° while the negative cross section is about the 

same. 

In considering these results, it is commonly assumed that 

the production of mesons occurs in the interaction of the incident proton 

with individual nucleons of the target nucleus. The p~oton-proton inter

action gives rise to positive pions only, by charge conservation, while the 

proton-neutron interaction gives rise to pions of both signs. Since the 

carbon nucleus consists of equal numbers of protons and neutrons, posi

tive pion production would be expected to predominate and the over -all 

positive -negative ratio to be about three, if all the nucleon-nucleon pro

duction cross sections are the same. 

The proton-proton interaction for free target protons has 

been carefully studied at this laboratory by Cartwright, Richman, White

head, and Wilc-ox4 • S, 6 and by Stevenson and Crawford7 and it has been 

shown fairly conclusively that in the reaction which predominates, 

P + P = 11'+ + D, the angular distribution of the pions in the center of mass 

system may be expressed in the form a + b cos2e. There can be no 

term in the first power of the cosine because the distribution must be 

symmetrical about the plane perpendicular to the line connecting the pro

tons, since the interacting particles are identical. 

In the proton-neutron interaction, however, this restriction 

no longer holds. If there were a cos 9 term in the pion angular distribution 



for the proton-neutron interaction, it would be_come evident for carbon in the 

negative pion production cross section and angular distribution, since the 

positive pions presumably originate largely in the proton.:.proton inter

action. Thus,. if this postulated 'cos 9 term were negative, its existence 

would mean that the positive -negative ratio in the forwa.'r'd direction would 

be larger than that at 90°, as if found experimentally. It ~ould <ilso. mean, 
• - ' l 

however, a smaller positive-negative ratio in the backward direction than 

at 90°. 

It was considered interesting to Investigate the production of 

pions of both signs in the backward direction both to check ··the above 

suggestion and simply to see what-happens to the ratio at 1800. In addi

tion, of course, such an investigation fa~rly well rounds out the picture 

of pion production by protons. on carbon, and thus on any other complex 

nucleus to the extent that carbon may be considered as typical. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

A. General De scription of the Method 

The technique used in this experiment is essentially the 

same as that originated by Richman and Wilcoxl and modified by 

Cartwright, Richman, Whitehead, and -wncox4 iiLtheir measurement 

of the cross section for the production of positive pions by protons on 

protons at 0°. The 340 Mev electrically deflected proton beam of the 

184-inch Berkeley synchrocyclotron was used. This beam was colli

mated in passing through the cyclotron shielding and emerged into tlle 

so-called cave area. There is passed through an ion chamber and 

struck a carbon target situated at the farther edge of a region of strong 

magnetic field (Fig. 1). Pions created in this target and emerging at 

180° to the proton beam were deflected by the magnetic field. 

Those .pions in the desired momentum interval passed down 

channels in brass shielding blocks and struck absorber blocks in which 

were embedded Ilford C -2 nuclear emulsions. These emulsions were 

subsequently developed and examined with a microscope under relatively 

high power. The tracks left by negative and positive pions could be 

recognized, and the number of pion tracks which stopped in the body of 

the emulsion in a given region was determined. The energy of these 

mesons was determined by the amount of absorber material they had to 

pass through to reach the region of emulsion scanned. The tables and 

graphs of the range-energy relation calculated by W. AronS were used. 

The number of pions reaching the end of their range and stopping in a 

given region of the emulsion was a :reliable sample of the population 

density of mesons stopped in that region of the absorber block during 

bombardment. From the number of meson endings in a given section of 

the plate, then, the number of pion~:> in the corresponding energy interval 

emerging from the target at 180° could be calculated. 

The proton beam was integrated during the experiment so 

that the total number of protons which passed through the target during 
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the bombardment was known. From these measured values, the cross 

section for the production of pions, in that energy interval~ at 1800 to 

the beam was calculated. 

B. Detectors 

The pion detectors in this experiment were, as has been 

mentioned, nuclear emulsions embedded in blocks of absorber mate_rial. 

The absorber blocks (Fig. 2) were thick enough to stop pions of the 

energy being investigated, and: the emulsions served to sample the poplf

lation of stopped me sons at various depths in the absorber, the depth 

being then a measure of the_ energy the stopped pion hadafter leaving 

the target. The plates ~ere inclined at an angle of 15° to the horizpntal, 
f' \ 

and therefore to the direction of the incoming pions. The angle was 

chosen somewhat arbitrarl.ly, being small enough that the pions leave 

long tracks in the emulsion in order to facilitate identi~ication, and yet 

larger than 0° so that the mesons passed directly from absorber to 

emulsion prior to stopping. This was nece~sary in order to make it 

possible to assume that pract:ically the entire path of the pion was in the_ 

single medium of the_absorber (rather than partly in absorber and partl~~ 

in the glass backing of the plate) so that the energy could be reliably cal~ 

culated from the depth in absorber. 

The absorber materials were chosen, at the various. energie~;~, 
. . 

mainly for convenience. At all high enough energies, copp_er was used,. 

largely because it was the most readily available material of mode;r:ately 

high Z for which the range-energy relation had been calc~lated, and was . 
- . ' ... 

available in very homogeneous form (without the bubbles which are some-

times found in lead). 

It was desirable to use a dense material in order that the 

total thickness ~f absorber be conve~iently small, and iri order. that the'" 

number of pions per unit volume of the plate be as large as possible, to 

facilitate scanning. For 'a d~nse material, the increment of energy, dT, 

corresponding to a given increment of absorber thickness is greater. than for 

·i 

' 
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a light material, so that the number of pions stopping in this increment of 

absorber thickness is greater also. The length of bombardment time 

available at each energy was not great enough to produce a density of back

ground particles (mostly low energy protons) sufficient to interfere with 

easy scanning. A reason for choosing high Z materials for the absorber 

is that the positive-negative ratio was considered especially interesting, 

and it cannot be assumed that the nuclear interaction cross sections for 

positive and negative pions are the same or have the same energy depend

ence .. Therefore, it was desirable to choose absorber material in such 

a way as to minimize the effect of nuclear interaction on the number of 

mesons reaching a given depth of absorber. 

If one assumes that the nuclear interaction cross section is 

proportional to the geometrical cross section, then it can be shown that 

the higher the Z of the absorber ·material, the smaller the effect of nuclear 

interaction on the measured production cross section. There is, however, 

only about 30 percent difference in this effect between very high and very 

low Z materials. For the low-energy measurements, it was necessary to 

use lighter absorber materials, aluminum at 18 Mev, and lucite at 9 Mev, 

since otherwise the pions in the desired energy interval would have stopped 

too near the edge of the emulsion for ease in scanning. Furthermore, 

the section of plate corresponding to the desired energy intervai would 

have been so small as to render small uncertainties in its location im-, 

p~rtant 

In the developed emulsion$, when examined by microscope 

under high power, the tracks of pions were readily identifiable by their 

characteristic small angle multiple coulomb scattering (large because of 

their small mass) and rapid increase in ionization (and thus grain density) 

near the end of the track. A positive pion was identified by the fact that 

upon stopping it decayed into a positive muon, whose track was either 

identifiable as that of a meson or was a lightly ionizing track which left the 

emulsion after too short a path for positive identification. Negative pions 

were identified by the fact that at the end of the track a star of one or more 
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prongs appeared. Only star-producing pions were counted as negative 

pions, those which stopped without causing a nuclear event being indis

tinguishable from muons of either sign. The fraction .of stopped negative 

pions which cause nuclear stars has been carefully measured by Ad_~-~l.lll.an 

and Jones, 9 and it is known that the true .number of !:!topped negative 

mesons is 1. 37 times the observed number of pion stars. 

There was a certain amount of meson background~ including. 

pions o£ both signs, in the plates. fu this experiment; a fairly reliable 

experimental measureme.nt of this background was made, so that its 

presence produced no great inconvenience. There were positive pions 

in the negative plates, however, and it was occasionally difficult to deter

mine whether a. particular track.was that of a positive pion decaying into 

a muon or that of a negative meson .star with one lightly ionizing prong, 

if the lightly ionizing track leaving the end of the pion track left the 

emulsion too soon to be positively identified. These events were classi

fied as negative pions if there was a short heavy "club'' or recoil track 

leaving the end of the pion, and as positive pions if there was not. This 

classification is in. accordance with some data of F. Adelman and S. Jones 

{reported in the paper of Richman, Weissbluth, and Wilcox1) who found •· 

that iri a sample of tracks of stopped negative pions~ there were 14 events 

which. could have been confused with a positive pion-muon decay .. Of 

these. 12 exhibited the short heavy club. Thus, a very ·small uncertainty 

{much less than 1 percent~ was introduced into the result by this consider

ation. 

The emulsions used in this experiment were llford C -2 

emulsions, 2.00 microns thick. These are sensitive enough to make dis:. 

cernible the entire track. of a muon resulting from a pion decay at rest, 

but not so sensitive as to obliterate the rapid ionization change near the 

end of a pion track or. to make visible the tracks of fast electrons. 

C. Thickness Measurements on Plates 

In the determination of the number of stopped pions per unit 

volume of emulsion it is obviously necessary to know accurately the total \,('. 



.volume occupied at the time of exposure by that region of the emulsion 

which was subsequently scanned. The emulsions are manufactured with a 

glass backing so that development causes no significant changed in di

mensions except in thickness. The surface area of emulsion scanned was 

measured with the aid of an accurately calibrated microscope stage. 

The thickness of the emulsion at the time of bombardment 

was determined by a somewhat more rounc4thout process .. The ~total 
thickness of the emulsion plus backing was measured shortly (within 24 

hours) before the bombardment (so that changing humidity could produce 

no significant changes in thickness) by means of a spring-loaded thickness 

gauge mounted on a rigid frame equipped with a n;tovable stage. After 

development, the total thickness was again measured on the same instru-
. . 

ment. These thickness mesurements were made at a number of places 

on the; plate before development and at the same places afterward. The 

differences in readings were just the change in thickness, .6.t, caused by 

processing. 

The final thickness, tf, of the emulsion alone was then 

measured at a number of places. with the aid of a calibrated scale on the 

fine focus control of the microscope used for scanning, corrected by the 

known index of refraction for processed emulsion relative to the immersion 

oil used with the oil immersion objective of the microscope. The thick

ness at the time of exposure was then just the average value of tf+ .6.t. 

D. Magnet and Channels 

The magnetic field used to deflect the pions into the detectors 

was provided by a large electromagnet originally designed for use as a 

pair spectrometer. This magnet has pole pieces with trapezoidal faces 

and is equipped with a number of sets of auxiliary pole .pieces which slip 

between the permanent ones. With the pole pieces used in this experiment, 

the magnet gives a field which is uniform to about 5 percent over a region 

which extends to within 2 inches of the edges of the pole pieces on all 

sides. The maximum field which can be maintained over a period of many 

hours is about 14.3 kilogauss. The gap is 3.4 inches. 

. -~ 



Inserted into. the gap between pole piec:e~ were ,brass .channel 

pieces, brass shielding blocks withchannel~ cut into them .. These were 

so designed that pions in the_ desired energy interval could emerge from 

any point of the bombarded area of the target within _±S0 qf 180° and reach 

any point of the channel ex_it without s,triking the channel walls. The brass .·. . . -:: '• . 

served to shield the detectors (placed at the channel exits) from stray 
- ; . . . . 

particles of different momentum, ·and, from pions of the same momentum 

emitted at angles other than 180° ±. S0 •. _ The. channels -thus- ~elected and 

collimated a rather broad energy interval of pions ~mitted at 180° into a 

broad beam of roughly uniform density a.t the channel exit. 

In order to obviate the necessity of correcting the results for 

multiple coulomb scattering, tp.e detec_tion se~-up was so arranged that 

the scanned area of emultion was effectively in an.infinite sea of absorber 
. . 

material during exposure. This was accomplished by seeing that the . ' 

portion~ of emulsion sc~ned_ were chosen .. to be ,at least five. times V?_. 
fro~ either edge of the channel exit during exposure, where v=:Ji. ,_is.the 

r. m. s. average lateral displacement from its initial ~rajectory of a pion 
. i . . ' . ' . ' . 

of the desired energy at the end of its range. As a result qf thi_s-"bad ., 
• ,.. • • . &' . • 

·geometry" arrangement, -tP.e number_of pions lost from.the,scanned·.are:a 
' . . . ' ~ . ~ . 

by multiple coulomb scaite~ing in the abs_orber materi.al was equal, •to,.the 

first order, to the n~mber of slightly more energetic pions wh.ich.were · · 

sc-attered ~nto the scanned~re~. The .value of '\.(ii , .. -was c;:_alculated for,.~-. . . ' 

the various absorber materials and pion energ~es from a formula due to. 

L .. Eyges, 10 (Appendix A). The value ofY";2 is ~f tll~ ·~rder o£'·o.l c~. 
Its greatest value, at the 118 M·ev point, is 0;·Z7'tm.: 

' rt·.is important, of course, to know the ·solid angie subtended 

atthe target by the scanned volume of emulsion.- It can be' shown ·that, 
in a,uniform magnetic field~. the solid angle is related to p;·- the -radius of 

_ curvature of the pion, and <h the angle 'through which the pions ar'e tur~ed 

.in passing from the target to the absorb'et block, b:y>the .,equations • · c 
., . 

dO 
'dA .= 

_: 1 
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where dO/dA is .the. solid arigle per unit projected ·area perpendicular to 

the path of the pions. 

The error introduced into the result- by the non-uniformity 

in the field near the edges of the pole pieces is :rtegligible even. though the 

plate holders were place_d at or near the edge. of the pole pieces during , 

several of the exposures. The effect of a va~iation in the radius of curva

ture caused by this decrease in fieid strength near the edge l.s only to 

·shift by a small amount (less than 1 °) the angle at which pions of the 

desired energy must leave the target in order to g~t down the channel. 

Since the cross section varies only slowly with laboratory angles (as is 

· seen by comparing the: cross section measured in this experiment with 

those measured at 90°), a small shift in .the angle has a completely negli

gible effect on the result. The effect of this variation in p on tl;Le solid 

angle is likewise negligible, the effective distance of the emulsion from the 

target being changed by only an infinitesimal amount. 

The magnetic field has another possible effect on the result. 

. If the curvature of the pion path in the absorber block is appreciable, the 

actual length of path of the pion in the absorber may be ,longer than the 

apparent value as measured from the front face of the absorber. This 

difference between actual and measured pion range can be shown to be 

negligible. 6 . 

E. Beam Integration 

The incident proton beam passed through an:argon-filled ion 

chamber before striking the production target. The current from this ion 

chamber was integrated by one of the d. c. amplifier electrometers which 

are standard equipment in the cyclotr~ counting area. These are 

essentially devices to measure the voltage built up across a carefully cali

brated condenser by the incoming charge. The ion chamber had previously 

been calibrated against a Faraday cup for va:dous proton beam levels. 

From this known calibration of the ion chamber, the measured total voltage 

indicated by the electrometer and displayed on a recorder, and the known 

,, 



capacitance of the condenser in ,the electrometer Circuit, it:was possible 

to calculate the total number of protons which passed•·through the target 

during the bom-bardm·ent .. .· . . -

F. Cross ·section Calculation 

The density of stopped -me sons pe.r unit :vo.lume in the emulsion 

is related to the cross section for production of pions by an equation which 
• -- t; :. • . • ' 

can be derived in the following way. Consider an element of volume (Fig. 
• ' •• • ' < • 

3) of the emulsion whose thickness in the direction ofthe beamis,Ax =, 

t/sin a. where t is the thickness of the emulsion and a.. is the angle ,at which 

the emulsion surface is inclined to the horizontal. Let .the projection p·er

pendicular to the meson path of the surface area of this. element of volume 
I . ' . • • 

be !::.A. Then the number of pions stoppingin this volume is 
: . . . . 

·do AA ~T 
dA . 

where XJ is the total number of protons passing through the target, Pt is, 

the target density, t l.s its thickness, A0 is Avogadro's number, Ais the 

atomic mass 6f the target material, dO/dAis the solid angle per unit p~o
jected area perpendicular to the pion path, and ~T 'is the interval of energy 

at which the observed pions entered the absorber. 

Now, we may write 

T = T(R) = T (L + R 2 { T 2 (x)} ] 

where L is the length of pion path in the absorber before the pion entered 

the emulsion, X is the length ·of pion p~th in the emuls.ion befor~ the, pion 

stopped~ T2 {x) is the energy of'a pion of range X in' emtilsion, and R2 is 

the range in the absorber nia:ierial ~f a p'article of energy T 2 . Then, 

~T = dT dR Ax dT dR dR2 dT2 Ax 
dR ax = dR dR2 dT2 dx 

= dTj _ dT/cixab l 
dx ·bT 'dTfdXem 

a 1 2 
Ax: since dR =· 1 · 

dR2 

. '·· 

.... 

fl 
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where T1 is the energy at which the pion entered the absorber and Tz is 

its energy wHen it entered the emulsion. The subscripts ab and em indicate 

that d T /dx is evaluated in absorber and emulsion, respectively. The 

above expression for AT must be averaged over the· range of possible 

values· for T 2 , from 0 to T:m, where Tm is' the energy of a pion whose 

range is t esc a. in emulsion. 

It is readily shown that the proper average vaiue for AT 

may be written 

where Rab is the range in absorber of a meson whose range in emulsion 

is Rem = t esc a.. Therefore, the number of pions per unit volume is 

Pn = N(T) 
AA~ 

and we may write· 

= , ft_! 
A 

Pn . . du 
dWT = 11.£1!. 

A 

dTj ~ 
dx ab, Tl Rem 

The values of Rab/Rem are: for copper, 0. 414; for aluminum, 1.14; 

and for lucite, Z. 02. 

G .. Energy Resolution 

The energy resohltion for each of the points on a plot of the 

differential cross section per unit energy interval, du /dWT, versus the 

pion kinetic energy, T • is influenced by two factors. One factor is the 

energy interval, AT, corresponding to the interval of range, AR, which 

is determined by the width of the region scanned on the emulsion. · The 

other factor is the energy width of the production target, b T, since a 

meson observed at a range corresponding to an energy T may with equal 



probability {if~ one neglects. the energy degradation of the proton beam· in 

the production target) h~ve been <::re_ated at any energy between T and · 

T + ST. . ' ·, '·. 
In order_ to find _the energy rese>;lution of. the cross section j· 

measurement at a given T, one must determine the dist.dbution,of pion. 

energies at creation corresponding to an obser,vedinterval AT of pio,n 

energies in the absorber a.J:l..d. emulsion. For .a given final energy, Tp 

in the observed interval AT, the distribution of creation energies,. T c• 

is flat from T{ to T{ + OT and is zero elsewhere. It may be represented 

by a rectangle of length bT and area unity. We may represent this dis

tribution by the symbol Ni{T c), where 

l = ·b"T forTi < Tc: < 'Ji'.J eST 

= 0 elsewhere. 

The desired distribution of creation· energies is just the sum of these 

rectangles over all final energies in the interval AT, or 

N{Tc:) = ~ N].(T c) 
' 1 

Now, if 6T >AT, then this sum gives a distribution function of the shape 

shown in Fig. 14,. a trapezoidal function centered at T + b T/2. 

It is s~en that a good measure of the energy resolution is the 

full width at half maxi,mum of this distribution, or just .6 T.; . Thus, the . 

number of pions observed at energy T in the interval AT is related to the 

production cross section for pions of energy T + 6 T/2 with .a. reso~~tion . 

of± 8 T /2. (It is to be noted that if AT > b T I then the spectrum of 
creation energies is centered at T + AT/2 and has a width at half maximum 

of AT. In this ·experiment, it is· true that 8T >AT'for ail the nieasure'ments 

except that for negative pions at 9. 6 Mev.') 

H. Corrections 

a: Me soh Backgrourtd: Because of the smallness of the pro

duction cross sections at 1800, particularly for negati:ve pions, it was 
'il 



necessary that the proton beam flux be as large as possible. As a result, 

the collimators used had fairly large diameter (usually two inches) and 

some protons in the wings of the beam struck the pole pieces before 

reaching the production target. Therefore, some mesons were produced 

in the iron of the pole pie~es at such energies and angles as·to be able 

to travel down the channels into the detectors. There were thus back

ground mesons of both signs in both positive and negative detectors. 

To correct for this flwe of background pions at most of the 

energies where the cross section was measured, plates were exposed 

in the same geometry as the plates used for the cross section measure

ment, but with the production target removed. The only mesons in the 

emulsions exposed in this way were those created in the pole pieces. 

In this experiment, the number of such pions was a reliable measure of 

the number of background pions in the cross section plates because these 

pions came from regions of the pole pieces reached by the proton beam 

before it struck the target. The removal of the target therefore did not 

change the situation for these background pions at all. 

These background plates were developed and scanned with the 

others and the contribution to the total density of stopped pions from the 

background flux was subtracted. At two of the energies, 75 and 118 Mev, 

it was inconvenient to expose background plates. For the 75 Mev cross 

sections, the correction was estimated from the measured corrections at 

the other energies by comparing the numbers of positive pions found in 

the negative plates. At the 118 Mev point no negative plate was exposed, 

so that the correction had to be estimated from the corrections at other 

energies on the basis of the total number of pions found. 

b. Thick Target. The measured quantity in this experiment 

was the number of mes~ns emerging from the target at a kinetic energy T 

in an interval ~T. The energy at production of these pions, however, de

pended upon where they were created inside the target, since some of this 

creation energy was lost as they passed through a portion of the target be

fore emerging. Now, if we consider pions created at a position a in the 
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target, those emerging at energy T in ~T were created at Ta in_ ~T a• 

and if we consider pions created at a position b, those eme.rging at energy 

T in ~T were ~reated at energy Tb in; bTb, and so o~. Th~ relationship 

between any .one of these OTi and the .measured .6.T c.an be .derived. 

It is clear that we may write any of these Ti in theJorm .. 

Ti,; Ti {R)_= Ti['ti + R 0 {T) ], whereti is the thickness pf target.tra~ 

versed by the pion after creation and R 0 (T) is the rangeofa pion:of 

energy~ T, (See Fig. 4) theresidual range of the meson after it emerged 

from the target. Then, it is clear that for pions created at positic;m.i and 

emerging at energy Tin ~T. 
' ' 

$Ti 
dTi dR dR0 ~T = dR dR ~ 0 

and we see that 

dR 1 and dTi dT j and dT = dTI 
dR0 

= dR = dRO dx T· dxT 
1 ' 

Therefore, 

~T = JT [<ilT/~):r 1 
{dT/dx)Ti' 

.'I 

. It was necessary to correct the calculated value of the differ'

ential eros s section per unit energy interval, du /dO:! T:, for this effed 

since the energy interval used in the cal~ulation was the observed' AT 

m_entioned above. It was necessary to multiply the calculated value ofthe 

cross section by a correction factor, K th• whiCh is equal'to the value of 

~T/bTi averaged over all positions i in the target. This factor is then' 

dT/~1 · 
Kth = - ' T d T /dx I 

T· 1 

and we may take the a~erage value in the usual way, 

dT r = 1 
dx Ti Jdx 

( dT 
) dx d ~T-

x = -t-

•· .. i 
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where T is just the energy lost in the full target thickness, t, by a pion 

emerging with energy T. This correction was greatest, in this experi

ment, for the 18 Mev measurement, and was then about 16 percent. 

c .. Decay in Flight. Because of the unstable nature of pions, 

some of those created in the target decayed before stopping in the detector, 

most of the decays ocx::ulTing in the air path but some in the absorber 

material. The mean life of the pion in its own frame of reference is a 

constant. A time interval, dtp, in the frame of reference of the meson 

is related to the corresponding interval in the laboratory frame by the 

relation 

dtp ::: dt J 1 - v2 jc2, where v = pion velocity in the 
laboratory frame. 

Now, we may write 

dt VI - v2jc2 = M/P ds 

where ds is the element of path length traveled in. time dt, and M and P 

are the rest mass of the pion and its momentum in the laboratory frame. 

Therefore, the time elapsed in traveling from the target to the emulsion 

in the pion fr arne is 

tp= 
) M ds + 
. p 

a1r ~bsorber ~ ds 

Now, in traveling-through the air, the change in pion momentum is 

completely negligible, so that 

air 

M 
p ds 

M pep 
= 1/c VT(T + 2Mc2) · 

whe:t'e p is the radius of curvature of the pion and <1> is the angle turned 

through by the path of the pion. Then, 

f M ds 
. p 

a1r . 

=·~ \fiT-
3. 3(lo-ll) pep 

'h + zfuz 

pcp/c 

seconds. 
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In the absorber, the pion v.ery rapidly loses energy 'and slows 

down to non-relativistiG energies. We therefore approximate by 'U.sing 

the non-relativistic relation T =· ·p2 /2 M.along with the' empirical 

range -energy r.elation., T = ~ R· 58 where R is the range of aparticle 

of ene·:r gy T. 

' '. 

Then,. 

. ( PM. J ds = 
abs 

J ~ ds-
abs , . . 

. . . . 

= J~ R· 71 
0.71 

M 
T 

R 

)'_ R~ 29 Vk dR 
0 .. 

.1 
0.7lc 

=4.69oo-u)J~c2 
.R sec. 

Therefore, the total time elapsed,, in the meson rest frame, before the 

meson comes to rest is. 

· 3. 3(lo-II)e<P 

Jl + 2~c2 
In order to correct the calculated ~ross sections for this 

effect, they were multiplied by the factor 

tp/T" ···k -·_ · = e ·. · 
dec ! •. -. 

u•.-

where 'Tis the mean life of the pion, 2. 54 x 10-8 seconds for positive 

pions, 11 and 2. 55 x Io-8 ~econds fo:r negative pion~. 12 This c.orrection 
' 

was greatest for the 18 Mev measurement, being about 12 percent for 

tha~ cross section. 

d. Nuclear Interaction. Some of the pions, in emerging from 

the target or slowing dowri in the ab8orber blocks,. wer~ removed from the 

pion flux by nuclear absorption Of large angle nuclear scattering. While 

the cross section· for such nuclear interactions have been measured re

cently for a variety of materials at several energies, 13, 14 the amount of ... 
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information available is still insufficient to make possible a truly reliable 

correction for these effects. 

The available data are mainly in the form of total cross 

sections, not too :reliably separated into contributions due to elastic scatter

ing, inelastic scattering, and capture. In order to calculate the nuclear 

interaction correction accurately, one needs information about the energy 

dependence of these several compone:tlts of the total cross section. How

ever, enough data exist to show that the usual method of correction/• 3, 4. 5, 6 

which assumes a combined cross section for absorption {inelastic scatter

ing and capture) and large -angle scattering of about nuclear area, is 

fairly good. 

This method of correction has been applied to the data of this 

experiment. Fortunately, the correction is a significant one mainly at 

hfgh pion energies, where the production cross section is quite small, 

so that the uncertainty in the correction is not very serious. In view of 

the unreliability of the correction, however, the results (Section IV) are 

given in two forms -- uncorrected for nuclear interaction and corrected 

for this effect.· The correction was performed by ~ultiplying. the calcula

ted CrOSS Sections by the factor ~UC' where 

j.Lpt 
Knuc = e . , 

. Ao u 
1-L = A 

where Ap is Avogadro 1 s number, A the atomic weight of the absorbing 

material, u = lT a~ A 2/ 3 the ge,ometrical cross section (where a 0 = l. 4 ~ 
1 o-13 em), and pt the thickness of absorbing material in grams per cm2. 
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IV. RESULTS 

The measured cross sections are giv_ep ill Tables I and II. 

along 'with the .v:arious corr.ectia'n factors .. The va~ue for da/dlli.T uhcorr 

at any energy was ·calculated from the net number, of mesonS fOUI1d at. 
. . . ' ' . 

that energy, with the meson background sub.t:racted out .. 

The errors given are probable errors of pu.rely statistical. 
' . . . . .- ' . 

origin. In addition, the results are subject to a number of sysb:~mat:i,c . 

. errors. · Among these are the scanning efficiency of the observer, in'7 

. accurad~s in the ion chamber calculation, uncertainties in the stopp4lg 

power of emulsion, and uncertainties in the emulsion thickness measure

ments. 

The calculated values of da /druT are. plotteQ..versus T in 

Fig. 5 and 6. The curves drawn through the points are merely smooth 

curves fitted by eye and have no theoretical significance. The integrated 

cross se~tions have been obtained by simply integrating. the area under 

thes~ curves, as corrected for nuclear interaction. Because of the.· 

systematic uncertainties mentioned above, as well. as the lack of preci-. ' 

sian of the nuclear interaction correction, an error of 15 percent is. 

assigned to the value of da /dO for positive pions, an~ an error of 20 per

cent to the value of da /dO for negative pions. These values are intended 

to include the statistical errors and should be considered probable errors. 

The results for the differential cross sections integrated over pion energy 

are 

.. da/dn(lr+) = 1.77± 0.27xlo-28 cm2/(ster nucleus) 

da /dn(lr-) = l. 90 ± 0. 38x 1 o-29 cm2 /(ster nucleus). 

The positive-negative ratio is thus 9. 3 ± 2. 3. 

These results are based on a total of 570 pion-muon decay 

events and 136 negative pion stars. 



TABLE I 

Positive Pion Cross Sections 

T 

9. 2::!:1. 2 Mev 

17.8:::1:2.8 

31. 9:1:1.. 9 

51. 5::!:1. 5 

75 ::!:5.0 

ll8 . 6::!:8 . 6 

dO' 
dOOT uncorr 

cm2 
2. 01 :t:O. 18 x l0-

30 
ster Mev nuCleus 

2.83 :1:0.21 

2. 60 :1:0 .. 18 

1. 33 ::!:0. ll 

0.56 :1:0.05 

0.056:1:0.014 

*.corrected for everything except nuclear interaction 

Kth 

1. 10 

1. 16 

1 .. 04 

1. 00 

1. 00 

1. 00 

dg 

O.OOT corr* 
Kdec 

1.091 2.41:t:0.2lxl0-30 

1.122 3.68::!:0.28 

1. 095 2.97::!:0.20 

1. 073 1. 42::!:0. 12 

1. 074 0.60::!:0.05 

1. 072 0.06::!:0.015 

K nuc 

1. 008 

1. 026 

1.064 

I. 143 

1. 278 

1. 627 

da 
dOOT corr 

2 . 43 ::!: 0. 21 xl 0.;. 3 0 

3.78::!:0.29 

3.16::!:0.21 

L 62:t:O. 14 

0.77:1:0.06 

0 .. 097::!:0. 024 
I 
N 
1.1-l 
I 



TABLE I 

Negative Pion Cross Sections 

T 

9. 6±1. 6 Mev 

17.8±2.8 

31. 9±1. 9 

51. 5±1. 5 

·75 ·. :1:5. 0 

du 
dffiT uncorr 

2 -31 em 
3. 67±0. 60 x 10 ster Mev nucleus 

2.64±0.43 .. 

2.63±0.30 

1. 66±0. 28 

0. 30±0. 08' 
-, . -. ' ~ ~ " .. .. ... 

Kth 

1. 10 

1. 16 

1. 04 

1. 00 

1. 00 

*corrected for everythit1g except nuclear interaction 

'. 

.. 

':'· ·' 

·: ·/ · . ..: ... 

du 
do:I.T corr* Kdec 

1.091 4. 41±0. 72x1o-31 

1. 122 3 . .44*0 .. 56. 

1. 095 3.00:1:0.34 

1. 073 1.78:1:0.30 

1. 074 0.32±0.09 

K nuc 

1.008 

1. 026 

1.064 

1. 143 

1. 278 

; 

~ ' ~ 

du 
druT corr 

4. 47±0. 73x1o-31 

3 .. 53±0. 57 

3.19±0.36 

2.03±0.34 

0.41±0.21 

,--~ 

··.-.·· 

. .1~ 

~} :.· 

'· 

. . 
. Ni 
~---... "··· 
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V. DISCUSSION 

The salient differences in the spectra for positive and nega

ative pions (Figs. 5 and 6) are the differences in the location of the peaks 

and in the location of the high energy cut-off. It is seen that the negative 

spectrum peaks at a lower pion energy and has a high-energy cut-off at 

a lower pion energy than is the case for positive pions. 

These features, which are also found in the positive and nega

tive spectr~ at 0° and 90°, can be understood in terms of a nucleon

nucleon picture of the production process. Energetic pions could not be 

produced at 180° to the beam if it were not for the fact that the individual 

nucleons in the carbon nucleus have fairly large internal momenta. It 

then appears that the creation process for positive pions must have a 

steeper excitation function than that for negative pions, so that the posi

tive pion process takes greater advantage of the higher momentum com

ponents of the nucleons in carbon. 

The large positive-negative production ratio may also be 

understood in terms of this picture. Thus, there seems to be a funda~ 

mental difference between the primary production processes for positive 

and negative pions. This may perhaps be explained in terms of a differ

ence between the p-n interaction and the p-p interaction., One may imagine 

that the p-p interaction can result in a closely associated pair of nucleons, 

in analogy to the free nucleon reaction P + P = 1r+ + D. An attempt to 

analyze the positive spectrum in terms of such a picture is described in 

the next section. 

It is seen, of course, that the magnitude of the positive-negative 

ratio at 180° effectively disposes of the possibility that the only difference 

in the p-p and p-n interactions is a cos e term in the angular dependence 

(as was suggested in the Introduction). 



VI. ANALYSIS OF POSITIVE SPECTRUM 
ON NUCLEON -NUCLEON MODEL 

. . ' . . 

An attempt has been made to interpret 'the positive pion spec-

trum measured in this experiment in terms of pionc;prqduction in nucleon

nucleon collisions. Similar analyses have been carried out by Henleyl5 

for positive pion production at 0° and 90° by protons' on ca~bon,, by 

Passman, Block, and Havens3 iii the case of positive pion production at 

90° by protons on various nucl~i, and also by N~her l6 in the cas_e of 

positive and negative pion production. at 90° by neutrons on carbon. 
' ' . . '· 

If one assumes that negative pion production in proton-neutron 

collisions is roughly as probable as is the production of positive pions 

in the same type of collision, then it is clear that most of the positive 

pions produced by proton bombar'dment of carbon must result from P~?ton

proton collisions. This is to be infe~red from the fact that the positive.-
. ' . .. 

negative ratio has been found to be about nine and the additional fact that 
. . . 

negative -pions in this experiment can only result from p-n collisions. 

It has therefore been assumed in this analysis that only p-p collisions 

are involved in the produ~tion ofpositive pions from carbon·. 
' . . . 

It has also been assumed that in each pion-pr?ducing collision 

the resulting nucleons come off in such a way that the pion ge~s the maxi

~um possible.kinetic energy-- that is, that the resulting nucleons form 

a deuteron. This ha~ been as~umed for several reasons. First, it is 
. ' 

known that in the bombardment of free protons by protons, the deuteron

forming reaction produces 70 percent of the positive pions. In addition, 

the analysis of Passman, Block, and Havens, which gives a reasonably 

good fit to the experimental data on pion production from carbon at 90°, 
-. ·' -

is based on the same assumption. Further still, the analysis of Henley 
- ; . . 

involves the assumption that the deuteron-producing reaction does not con

tribute appreciably, and that analysis fails c~mpletely to a~count for the 

positive pion spectrum from carbon at 0° or for the positive -negative 

ratio at that angle. Moreover, a compelling reason for making this assump-' 

tion is that it results in a considerable simplification of the calculations. 
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Such an analysis as this involves knowledge of the momentum 

distribution of the nucleons in the carbon nucleus and of the energy de

pendence of the nucleon-nucleon pion production cross section. This cal

culation has been carried out for two types of momentum distributions, 

the Chew-Goldberger distribution, 17 and a gaussian distribution with a 

width corresponding to 16 Mev. This last distribution was chosen because 

·Gladis, Hess, and Moyerl8 have found that gaussians of widths ranging 

from 14 to 19 Mev can be used to fit their measured values for the cross 

sections at various angles for quasi-elastic scattering of protons in 

carbon. 

Two different excitation functions were also used, with energy 

dependences of T
1
'2 and T

1 
3/2 where T' is the maximum energy of the 

pion resulting from the nucleon-nucleon interaction, expressed in the 

center of mass system of the two interacting nuCleons. These excitation 

functions were adjusted for approximate fit to the experimental points 

for production at oo from free protons as measured by Schulz 19 and cal

culated by him from the data of Durbin, Loar, and Steinberger20 on the 

inverse reaction. The energy dependence values were chosen for the 

following reasons; the T' 2 dependence because Passman, Block, and 

Havens found that it gave best agreement with their experimental data, the 

T 1 3/2 dependence because it is the steepest energy dependence which has 

any relation to the phenomenological matrix elements obtained by Passman, 

et al, in extending the treatment of Watson and Brueckner. 21 

In addition to variations in excitation functions and momentum 

distributions, the analysis has been carried out for two different models 

of the kinematic situation. One can assume that the incoming nucleon 

selects one of the nucleons of the carbon nucleus, and interacts. with it, 

with the resulting pion emerging so rapidly that the reaction is over as far 

as the pion is concerned before the rest of the nucleus can react in any 

way. In this "impulse approximation" model, the calculation is carried 

out as if the nucleus consists merely of a set of particles whose relation

ship to each other has the sole effect of imparting to each a momentum 



relative to the others. When energy and momentum are balance«;!, only the 

two interacting nucleons are considered. This model, of course, over

estimates the energy available to produce pions, since ~n reality the rest 

of the nucleus does absorb some energy and momentum, as is shown l;>y 

the experiment of Ford 22 on the production of pions by neutrons on ox.ygen 
' ' ' 

in a cloud chamber. In addition, the momentum distribution gives a ~inite 

probability that the struck nucleon have suffient internal momentum to per

mit the production of a pion whose kinetic energy is solarge as to vi~late 

over-all energy conservation. In the case of production at 180°, however, 

the pion energies considered are all well below the limiting value deter

mined by over -all energy conservation. 

The other model for the kinematics used in this analysis is 

essentially that used by Neherl6 and involves considering the rest of the 

nucleus in the energy and momentum balance. The incoming nucleon is 

assumed, as before, to select fo~ interaction on'e of the nucleons of the 

target nucleus.' If this struck n~cleon has a momentum p, then the rest 

of the nucleus must be recoiling with momentum -p. . Arter the collis,ion, 

the residual nucleus, with changed mass, carries off kinetic ener~y and. 

momentum, as do the pion and deuteron. The ~election of an app~opriate 
. . . 

average value for the new mass of the re~idual nucleus involves an esti~ 
' . 

mate of its average excitation. The new mass M' was set equalt.'? 

M - m + E/c2 where M is the mass of the C 12 nucleus, m is the proton 

mass, and E is 20 Mev. The value of 20 Mev was chosen to include 8 Mev 

binding energy for the removed proton (carried: off in. the' de~tero~), ·plus 

about 12 Mev excitation for the residual nucleus, a figure .arrived at from 

a consideration ~f the data of Ford. 22 

These calculated spectra were corrected for th~ attenuation 

of the incident protons and the r'eadsorption of the pions in nuclear matter. 

The details of the calculations are given in Appendix B. 

The theoretical spe~tra resulting from this analysis are shown 

in Fig. 7. All curves are normalized to have the corr~ct experi:rp.ental 

area, da /dO. Curves A, B, C, and D were all calculated using a gaussian 

momentum distribution, the fir'st two on the Neher model of the kinematics 
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and the latter two on the impulse approximation model. Curves A and C 

we.re calculated using a T
1 3/2 excitation function, while curves B and D 

involved use of a T'2 energy dependence. Curve E is intended to show 

the general result of using a Chew-Goldberger momentum distribution 

with either of the kinematic models and either of the excitation functions. 

The exacJ; values for the cross sections could not be calculated in the case 

of the Chew-Goldberger distribution without much additional work. How

ever, the analysis was carried far e.nough to show that the result is in 

general the deplorable one shown in the diagram.· Curve F is the experi

mentally measured spectrum. 'It must be remarked that the area under 

the curves before normalization differed widely. Curves A, B, C, and D 

had to be multiplied by factors of 31. 3, 17. 4, 9. 3, and 4. 1 respectively, 

to normalize them. 

It is seen that the Neher model gives a better fit to the experi

mental spectrum shape than does the impulse approximation, but that 

only the impulse approximation with a T'2 excitation gives anything like 

the experimental value of the integrated area before normalization. It 

is clear then that none of the variations makes possible an adequate in

terpretation of the carbon spectrum in terms of the proton-proton spectrum. 

Even use of the Chew-Goldberger momentum distribution was found not to 

change the values of du /dr.tit in the region of interest {at the few values of 

the pion energy for which the exact value could be obtained) by a factor 

of more than about l. 2 --- though the values of du /dr.tit at higher energies 

are changed considerably, in a direction in disagreement with the experi

mental results. 

It is difficult to see how any variation in kinematic model or 

momentum distribution could bring the calculated spectrum into reason

able agreement with the observed one. It is believed to be possible (on 

the basis of one or two attempts in this direction) to pick an arbitrary 

excitation function such that a good fit could be obtained, but such a function 

would be so steep {proportional to Tn, where n >8) and so arbitrary in 

shape as to be meaningless.' It was felt that an attempt to find such a 

function by a process of cut-and-try would be far more arduous than useful. 
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It is not feasible to calculat~ the required excitation function from the 

experimental spectrum because of the natur'e of the computational tech

niques used in the analysis. 

,. 
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VIII,· ·APPENDICES. 

Appendix A, ........ 
.! '.\.. -· 

Calculation of r. m. s.' Lateral Di-splacement of Pions dy.e to Multiple 
Scattering in Absorber 

r . . 

The distribution function for the lateral and angular displc:tce-
• ' 1 .. • • • 

ments of charg~d particles which undergo multiple elastic scattering in 

passing tliro~gh- ~atter wascalculated some years ago23 by Fermi, on 

the assumption th~t ioni-zati~~ en~rgy loss can be neglected. L .. EygeslO 

has generalized this function to take into account energy loss to a good 

approximation. The resulting distribution function in angle, (J, and lateral 

displacement, y, is 

where 

1 
F(t,y,(J) = 41T[B(t)]l/2 

t = depth in absorber 

- Al B = A0 A2 

A = 5t 
0 

dn 
wZ(n) 

0 

Al= .ft (t-n) 
wZ(n) 

0 

t (t-n) 2 
Az= f wZ(n) 

0 

w = 2PJ3/Es 

Es = 21 Mev 

2 

dn 

dn 

P = momentum of charged particle 

f3 = velocity of charged particle. 

Integrated over (J to get the lateral distribution independent 

of angle, this becomes 

( F (t, y,B) dB - 2{1T~2)1/2 e - y2/4A2 

-1T 
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The mean square displacement, then, is 

0 

s (-dR) 
Ri 

where R is measured in radiation lengths~ ·Then, 

J 2 J . r. R2 
y ;: 1. 46. 4 R· p2~2 dR 

I -

The value of the expression under the radical is readily ob

tained by numerical integration methods and can be expressed in centimeters 

of absorber, rather than in radiation lengths. This evaluation has been 

performed for the copper absorbers at several energies, and the results 

are given below:· 

T 

'30 

50 

70 

110 

0.1035 em 

0. 1503 

. 0. 193 

0.270 

For the measurements at 18 and 9 Mev, aluminum and lucite 

absorbers, respectively, were used. At these energies, it is possible· 

to write an approximate expression for hz which obviates the necessity 

of numerical integration. We have 

0 

A2 = J 
I 

. R2 
~Z(R) (-dR) 

. d t 1 . P A. 2T 2k R . 58 ( . th . . 1 an a ow energies, ·I" s = using e empirica range-

energy relation). Then, 

E 2 
A2 = Tt-

= 3 .. 86 Ri 
T 

1. 84 

dR 

IF: I 

radiation lengths, Where Ri is in radiation lengths and T in Mev. 



Then, 

R· £. 1 1 em. 

where .lR is the radiation length in centimeters of absorber material, 

and Ri is in em of absorber material. 

For aluminum, this gives 

J?. = I. 74 R·~ 1 1 
T 

For lucite, 

J=z y ~ 0.82 

.. '·' ~ . 

The yalues, then, for f;2 in the aluminum and lucite absorbers used 

in this experiment are 

T ~ate rial Vyz --
8 lucite 0. 0186 em 

15 aluminum 0.071 

The pion energies, T, used in these calculations are the energies of the 

pions as they entered the absorber blocks rather than their energies at 

the point of creation in the target . 

. •' 
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Appendix· B 

Calculation of Positive Pion Production from Carbon on Nucleon-Nucleon 
Model 

The actual calculation of the proton-carbon pion spectrum· 

from the proton-proton spectrum was performed in the following way. 

In this discussion primed quantities represent the values of these quanti

ties as measured in the center of mass system of the two interactin'g 

nucleons, while unprimed quantities are measured in the laboratory system. 

A series of values of p, the magnitude of the momentum of the 

struck nucleon, were chosen. For each of these, four or five evenly 

spaced values of Pz• the component of p along the direction of the incident 

proton, were selected. For each of these sets of values of p, Pz• the 

laboratory kinetic energy, T; of the pion which emerges at 180° in the 

laboratory was calculated, in addition to the kinetic energy of the same 

pion in the- center of mass of the two nucleons, T
1

• For each combination 

of p, Pz• the angle a.' at which the pion must be emitted in the center of 

mass in order to emerge at 1800 in the laboratory was also computed. 

Further, the various y's and (3's needed to perform the transformation from 

the two-nucleon center of mass to the laboratory were found. The value 

of T was then plotted versus Pz for the various values of p. Such a plot 

is shown in Fig. 8. From this graph, one could read off a set of com

binations of p, Pz which give rise to pions of any desired energy at 180° in 

the laboratory. 

As has been stated earlier, the above calculations were per

formed for two different kinematical rriodels. In the case of the impulse 

approximation, the calculations were based on the equations of conser

vation of energy and mom{mtum with the two interacting nucleons alone 

being considered as participating in the reaction. This calculation was 

performed in the usual way arid will not be further discussed. 

In the case of the Neher model, the equations of momentum 

and energy were written in the following way. The in~oming proton and 

struck proton are considered to form a two-nucleon system of total 



momentum P (see Fig. 9) .and total energy (including relative kinetic energy) 
~ . 

E. P is just the vector sum of the momentum of the incoming proton and the 

momentum of the str~ck proton, p. The rest of :the nucleus must then be 

recoiling with momentum .:P. After the interaction, the residual nucleus 

has a mass different from that of the original CC\,rbon nucleus, and this new 

mass is designated M'. If Pi is the momentum of the incoming proton, and 

'Vl is the value of y for this proton in the laboratory system, we write the 
' . ~ 

equations for the y and z components of the mome.ntum P, ·and fo.r energy 

conservation, in the following way 

Py = Py . 

'Hmc2 + Mc 2 = E + p2 /2M'c2 -i- M'c2 

M.' = M- m + e/c2 

where M is the mass of the carbon nucleus, m is the proton mass, and 

E' = 20 Mev .. Then, we write E = P /~2 . = y21-1-c2 where ~2 and y 2 are th~ 
; ' - '. . .. 

values of ~ and 'I of the two-nucleon system in the laboratory,. and where 

1-1- is the total mass of the two-nucleon system, including the relative ki

netic energy of the two component nucleons. Then, theenergy av.ailable 

in the center of mass of the two-nucleon system is just IJ.C2 - rod c2, where 

rod is the mass of the deuteron. From this point the calculation was 

carr'ied on in the us~al way. 

The next step was to find, for each of the original sets of 

values of p, Pz~ the value of the differentiai cross secti~n per unit Rion 

energy, du~/dO'dT', as read from the excitation function plotted in terms 

of the cente/ of mass kinetic e~ergy of t~e pio11,. T' = T' (p, Pz). Now it 

must be remembered that the experimental values used in adjusting the 
. . . . '; . . ' ' 

excitation functions are really values of the differential cross section in-

tegrated over. pion energy, du'/dO', for the line spectrum resulting from 
. . . . . 

the 'two-body reaction P + P = Tr+ +D. Normally, when one wishes to add 

up contributions due to a number of such spectra, he represents each by 

a delta functi~n of are~ du ~/dO'. . , 

·In this' i:alculation, instead of introducing a delta function. 

(which would not be suited to the graphical methods of computation to be 
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used), it has been assumed that this line spectrum may be' ~epresented by 

a r~ctangular one of the same area, exactlyone Mev wide, so that du'/dO'dT4 

is numerically equal to du' /dO'. The value of du'/dO'dT 1 read from'the 

excitation function which corresponds to one of the combinations of p, pz 

was then multiplied by the factor (a + b Cos2 a.' )/(a + b), in order to find 

the cross section for creation of mesons at angle a' in the center of mass 

of the two nucleons. This factor is, of course, based on the angular distri

bution for the P + P = TT+ + D reaction as measured by Cartwright, et al, 4 

by Durbin, et al, 20 .and by Stevenson and Crawford. 7 

The value of du'/d01dT' was further multiplied bythe factors 

needed to transform it to the laboratory system, dO' /dO and dT' /dT. The 

value of dT'/dT was computed separately for each of the original sets of 

p, Pz• dT' being an energy interval in the center of mass of the two nuc

leons which resulted from a given set of p, Pz• while dT is the correspond

ing interval in the laboratory. The result of all these multiplications was 

a value for the nucleon-nucleon differential cross section per unit pion 

energy, du /diliT, for the production of a meson at 180° in the laboratory 

system. These values were then used to plot do- /diliT versus Pz for the 

various values ofp. Atypical one of these plots is shown in Fig. 10; 

It was also necessary to calculate, for each of these sets· of 

values of p, Pz• the value of PR/130' the ratio of the relative velocity of · 

the nucleons in their center of mass system to the velocity of the incident 

proton in the laboratory system. In this case, to reduce the labor in

volved, the calculation was made non:..relativistically, the resulting error 

being negligible as far' as the final calcul~tions were concerned. These 

values of PR/130 were plotted versus Pz for the various values of p (Fig.ll). 

After this preliminary work was done, a particular value of 

T was selected, and the set of combiilati"Ons of p, Pz which give rise to 

this value of T were read from Fig. 8. Tor each of these combinations, 

the corresponding value of du/dlliT was found, ·using Fig. 10 .. 'Each of 

these values of du /diliT was then multiplied by J> (p, Pz) the probability 

of the occurence of this particular combination of p. Pz in the collision 
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(found from the momentum distribution, assuming spherical symmetry). 

Each of these products was then multiplied by the value of ~R/~0 for that 

combination of P•Pz as read from Fig. 11. These final products were 

then plotted against Pz and the integral under these curves, 

~~ = v~ f. vR(d~T) -p (pz) d Pz 
carbon Pz . 

was ~valuated· numerically, using Simpson's rule. In this manner, the 

. values of du /dnlT I b were calculated for a series of pion energies, . car on . · · 
T, and thus the spectrum was reproduced. · . 

When the Chew-Goldber ger momentum distribution was \:tsed.c 

to obtain 'P (pz ), the integral above could not be adequately evaluated 

numerically without calculations for a great many more sets of p, Pz .. 

However, the integration could be performed readily for small values of 

T, and the result could be estimated with some degree of accuracy for 

greater vah,Jes, an accuracy sufficient to show that further work would 

be valueless.· 

The correction of these theoretical cross sections for proton 

attenuation and pion readsorption in nuclear. matter wa~ made in the 

following way; The intensity of the proton beam at depth tin the carbon 

nucleus is given by 

-t/A. 
It = 10 e P 

where A.p is the mean free path of protons in nuclear matter. The number 

of me sons produced at depth t in the interval dt is proportional to 

du 
dnlT A dt 

where A is the area of a circle of radius r (see Fig. 12) and du /dnlT is 

the pion p:roduction cross section at 180°. Then, the number of pions 

which emerge without being readsorbed is proportional to 

du 
dlliT A e -t/A.m dt 
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where Am is the mean free path for pions in nuclear matter. The fraction 

wbich emerge is then 

{2R (R 2 - t2 /4) e -t(l/Am + 1/Ap) dt 
0 

Fl= 

Multiplying the theoretical cross sections bythis factor. F 1 
corrects for the readsorption of the pions.· The attenuation of the incident 

protons in nuclear matter only reduced the whole spectrum uniformly by 

a small amount. It was necessary to divide the number of pions produced 

when Ap is assumed· to have a given finite value by the number which 

would be produced is Ap = c:'D (as was tacitly assumed in the earlier part 

of this calculation). To correct for this attenuation, then, involved multi

plying by the factor F 2 , where 

2R I j e-t Ap (R2- t2j4) dt 

= f 2R (R2 - t2j4) dt 
0 

F2 

To correct for the attenuation of the incident protons as well. 

as pion readsorption in nuclear matter, then, it was necessary to multiply 

the value of du /diliT for each value of T by the total factor F 1F2, or 

52R e -t(l/N:m+l/X.p) (R2 - t2/4) dt 
0 

FlF 2 = ---.;-:n-------------
f

2R 

0 
(R2 - t2 /4) dt 

2R 
3 

= 4R3 ) 
0 

This factor has been calculated on the assumption that 

Ap ·= 2. 5 a 0 , where a 0 :. 1. 4 x 1 o-13 em, this value of the mean free path 

being taken from a calculation by Hales24 based on the analysis of Fern

bach, Serber, and Taylor. 25 The value of Am has been computed for the 
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various pion energies by using the value of Byfield, Kessler, and Leder

man 13 at 62 Mev. extrapolated on the assumption that the mean free -

varies inversely as p4jE2 where pis the pion momentum and E is the 

total pion energy. This energy dependence is that predicted when second

order perturbation theory is applied to the pseudoscalar meson field and 

only the gradient coupling interaction is considered. 26 The value of 

F 1F 2has been plotted versus Tin Fig. 13. 
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340 MEV PROTONS 

COPPER PLATE-HOLDER 
BRASS CHANNEL BLOCKS 

CARBON TARGET 

EXPERIMENTAL SET- UP 

MU-5368 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of typical 
experimental arrangement. 
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ABSORBER· 

PHOTOGRAPHIC 
PLATE 

ENTERING PIONS 

MU-5362 

Fig. 2. Absorber block. 
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ELEMENT OF VOLUME 
IN EMULSION 

.1x=t/Sinct 

MU-5364 

Fig. 3. Meson beam impinging on element 
of volume of emulsion embedded in 
absorber, showing quantities used 
in derivation of cross section formula. 
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TARGET 

PION 

Fig. 4. Proton beam impinging on target, 
.vith pion emerging at l8Q_o. 

PROTON BEAM 

MU-5432 
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CORRECTED FOR NUCLEAR INTERACTION 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 

T" MEV. 

POSITIVE PION YIELD AT 180° FROM PROTQNS ON CARBON. 

MU-5433 

Fig. 5. Plot of differential cross section for 
production of positive pions as a 
function of energy. The solid curve 
has not been corrected for nuclear 
interaction. The dashed curve has 
been so corrected. 
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CORRECTED FOR NUCLEAR 

',~ 
"' ' 

NEGATIVE PION YIELD AT 180° FROM PROTONS ON CARBON· 

MU-5434 

Fig. 6. Plot of differential cross section for 
production of neg~tive pions as a 
function of energy. The solid curve 
has not been corrected for nuclear 
interaction. The dashed curve has 
been so corrected. 
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E 

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 120 
T,. MEV. 

MU-5435 

Fig. 7. Experimental spectrum of positive 
pions with theoretical spectra 
calculated on a nucleon-nucleon 
model and normalized to the area 
of the experimental curve. 
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Fig. 8. Pion energy as a function of the z-component 
of the internal momentum of the struck nucleon, 
for various values of the internal momentum. 
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CARBON NUCLEUS 

MU-5437 

Fig. 9. Diagram of nucleon-nucleon interaction, 
showing quantities used in Neher model 
of kinematics. 
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Fig. 10. Nucleon-nucleon di!!erential croes .;eetion 
for production of a positive pion at 1800 in 
the laboratory, plotted versus pz for various 
values of p. 
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Fig. 11. Relative velocity of interacting nucleons in 
their center of mass divided by the velocity 
of the incident proton in the laboratory, 

,, plotted as a function of Pz for various values 
of p. 

MU-5439 
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PROTON 

BEAM 

I 

I+----2Rc= 4.58ao----~ 

MU-5440 

Fig. 12. Sketch of carb.on nucleus, showing quantities 
used in the proton attenuati~n and pion re
adsorption correction. 
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Fig. 13. Plot of correction factors for proton 
attenuation and pion readsorption as a 
function of pion energy. 
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Fig. 14. Distribution of pion creation energies 
for pions entering absorber at energies 
in the interval T 0 :1:: L::.T/2.. 




